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Bulgaria's Policy for Regulalory Reform in tbe European Union: 
Converging with Europe's Best Regulatory Environments 

Execulive Summary 

Bulgaria's entry into thc EU Single Market raises new opportunities and new risks for 
the national economy. As shown in the rest of Europe, a program of regulatory reform 
offers an effective strategy for managing the risks of more intensc competition while 
preparing Bulgarian companies to prosper within the largest economy in the world. 

Bulgaria has already made significant progress in regulatory reform, with an emphasis 
on developing regulatory impact analysis (RIA) in Bulgaria's public administration. 
To support these activities, the Council of Ministers agreed in August 2006 to the 
proposal of the Ministry of Economy and Energy to develop a national plan for better 
regulation. 

Goals of Reform: The goal is to progressively achieve a low-cost, low-risk regulatory 
system that both supports national competitiveness and effectively protects public 
interests. To achieve its potential. Bulgaria should converge, not with a minimum 
standard of regulatory reform, but with the best performers in Europe. 

Recommended Reform Program: This policy papcr identifies nine tasks for setting 
up a modem regulat.ory system and meeting European obligations. These nine tasks 
are intended to improve the ability of the central government to promote regulatory 
reform, to build better regulation practices througb the institutions of governments, 
and to improve the quality of both the stock and the flow of regulation on a pennanent 
basis. The Table below summarizes the proposed refonns and next steps for action. 

Timetableoftlte Reform: 

This reform will require several months to prepare, and years to implement. Financial 
resources will be needed for investment in a new central Better Regulation unit, for 
training in new skills, for outreach to stakeholders, and for IT tools. Yet the Bulgarian 
public administration already has a solid base of experience and substantial regulatory 
reform skills, and external assistance from the World Bank, Phare. and the OECD. If 
the convergence policy is given political support to focus these various efforts, 
preparation of the implementation plan can be accomplished by the end of 2007 at the 
latest, and specific projects can begin on a phased basis even before then. 
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Bnlg:uia 's Poliry for Rrglliatory Rffonn in till' Enropfall Uuion : 
COllVf'rging with thf Top Rfformfrs 

Mlliu Report 

Bulgaria's enlly into the EU Single Market l1lise~ new oppommitie~ and new Ilsh for 
the national economy, As shown in the rest of Europe, regulatol)' rdollll offers All 
effective stl1ltegy for managing the Ilsh of more intense competition while preparing 
Bulgarian companies to prosper within the largest economy in the world. Improvelllems 
to the regulatolY fmmewol'l: that reduce the ecollomic COSt of poor and excessive 
regulation will SUpp0l1 Bulgmlatl growth and productivity and ease the ~traill> and ri~h 
of the economic stnLctum! lIdju,>tment needed over the next sevel'lll yeari. 

Bulgaria should aim. over the next few yean, to design and implement the in>litutions, 
proce'>ses, and capacities needed to con,'erge with good European pJ'llctices in 
regulatory refonu, To achieve its potential. Bulgaria should cOIl\'erge. not with a 
minimluu standard of regulatOty rdoml. but with the be'>t perfOmlet ... in Europe. In a 
Europe with wide disparities in economic perfonnonce and regtllatolY quality. this 
atllbitious perfollllance standard requires that Bulgaria choose carditlly the Member 
States IIgaimt which it will benchmark its perfonnance, The objective !.hould be 10 

achieve -- in a progressiYC. cardully-plamled. and rapid mllJmer -- a low-co,t. low-risk 
regulatory system that both SUPPOl1S competitivene.\ and effcctively protects public 
interests. 

TIli,> ",on\'ergenee plan" ,Cis olll the 
European context. Bulgarian 
progress on regulatOLY ref 01111 and 
regulatory impact analysi~ (RIA.) to 
date. 3 vision of future regulMory 
refonu in Bulgmla. and tile ncxt 
steps needed to move forward to 
achieve the \l .. ion. It identifies nine 
concrete tash for ~e1ting up II 
modem regulatol)' system. 

Since !l~ launch of 1M Lisbotl strategy in 2000, tl~ 
",mllal grov.1h nUe for the Euro area a\-eragffi 1.8'% 
per year, laggmg behiud i!~ main competitors, 
Hourly productl\1ty rose 1.2% yearly between 1999 
and 20(H and exhibitffi a &dining u=d. The 
nnploynle'lLl nile rose from 60,6~. 1tI 1999 to 63% 
in 2004, wlule IUle'IUP\Oymm! dec lul<!'d uwgmally, 
from 9.1% in 1999 to a still high 8.9'!10 in 2004 
E!upI0)-1Itonl! r>.lel; for olclcr \\'orken a,td for \\'0I1lm 
rcmaulffi pMt,cularly low. 

I. The Im]lol'tan ~f or Regl!latol'\, Rfrol'ln alld RIA ill EllI'OPf 
Regulatory refonu became 3 key priority within EIIl'Ope followiug the work of the 
Mandelkclll Group on bCller regulation and the COllnnission'~ Better Regulation Action 
Pl3n (2002). which adopted the reconullended DECO Agenda, EU in~tit\Llions and 
Member State, haye agreed on the need 10 impro\'e their appl'Oach to regulation to 
emlu'e that regulation ddend~ public inte"est~ ill a way that SUppOI1S the development 
of economic activity. TIle "better rcgulation" S1J'ategics adopted at CVCI)' level in 
Europe are aimed at contributing to gro\\1h and job~. while taking into account social 
and environmental objectivc ~ and beLl e fit~ for citizens and national adLllini~tmtion~ in 
tenu~ of improved gOHmance. 
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As part of the 2005 renewed Lisbon Strategy, refocused on growth and jobs, the 
Commission announced its intention to launch a comprehensive initiative to ensure 
that the regulatory framework in the EU meets the requirements of the 21st cenrury. 
The current initiative has three main strands: 

• By funher promoting the desigll aJld applicatiOIl of better regUlatioll tools Itt 

the Eli level, notably in so far as impact assessments and simplification are 
concerned. 

• . By workillg more closely witll M ember S tates to ellsure that better regulation 
principles are applied consistently throughout the EU by all regulators. 

• . By reinforcing tile COllstructive dialogue between all regulators at the EU and 
national levels and with stakeholders. 

For itself, the Commission announced a range of important initiatives aimed at 
pursuing the Better Regulation objective: screening pending legislation, simplification, 
revised Impact Assessment guidelines, administrative costs and the appointment of a 
High Level Better Regulation group in the Commission to oversee the regulatory 
retonns. 

At the core of the European regulatory refonn 
strategy is regulatory impact assessment (RIA), 
or impact assessment (lA) as it is called by the 
European Commission, since it applies to all 
policies. not only regulatory policies. The 
Commission's Communication on Better 
Regulation of June 2002, which proposed an 

The European Commis.sioo's "Better 
Regulation for Growth and Jobs" (2005) 
aimed at "further promoting the des ign 
and application of better regulation tools 
at the EU Icyel, notably... impad 
tm;ei snlfmts and simplification .... " 

Action Plan for "simplifying and improving the regulatory environment", centered on 
a new Impact Assessment system designed to integrate and replace previous single
&ector assessments, which had little effect on the quality of policy-mnkins. 

The current Impact Assessment system requires the Commission systematically to 
assess the likely economic, environmental and social implications of its policy 
proposals and to highlight the potential trade-offs, with the aim of improving the 
quality and transparency of proposals and identitying balanced solutions consistent 
with Community policy objectives. Instruments that provide an alternative to 
legislation, such as self-regulation and co-regulation must be considered when 
assessing options 

In June 2005, the Commission issued new Impact Assessment Guidelines, which 
explained the importance of impact assessment as follows: 

It ensures early coordination within the Commission. It demonstrates the 
Commission's openness to input from a wide range of external stakeholders, 
and shows its commitment to transparency. Further, by providing a careful and 
comprehensive analysis of likely social, economic and environmental impacts, 
both direct and indirect, it also contributes to meeting the specific 
commitments of tbe Lisbon and Sustainable Development Strategies. Also, it 
improves the quality of policy proposals, by keeping EU intervention as 
simple as possible. 
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As part of the 2005 initiative. the Commission requires Member States '·to 
demonstrate their clear commitment to better regulation principles through their 
National Lisbon [Action] Programmes". Toe Commission has statoo, "These arc the 
key tool to d rive implementation of the Lisbon strategy: they offer a checklist of 
national commitments and benchmarks to monitor progress in the months and years 
ahcad.,,1 

The first set of national action plans were evaluated in January 2006 and thc second 
set in December 2006. They showed many initiatives on regulatory refonn throughout 
Europe. The Commission estimated that reforms in the ease of entry for new firms 
had boosted GDP in the EU15 by 2 percent since 1995. Notably: 

• Many Member States (Austria, Belgium , Cyprus, Czech Republic, 
Denmark, Estonia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
Slovenia, the UK) are carrying out (or intend to carry out) analyses of a 
subset of regulatory costs -- the administrative costs imposed by legislation. 
The standard cost model initially developed in the Netherlands and adapted 
for the European Commission has inspired key aspects of these refo rms. 
Five countries (Czech Republic, Derunark, the Netherlands, Sweden and 
the UK) have also set quantitative targets fo r reducing administrative costs 
(ranging in reductions from 20 to 2S percent) by 2010. 

However, the reports from European countries reveal a general lack of stralegy for 
regulatory reform. The Commission fo und in December 2006 that. "Better regulation 
is crucial to creating a more competitive business environment and removing 
obstacles to innovation and change .... Nearly all Member States address parts of \.h is 
agenda, but in many cases. a more integrated approach is necessary." In Poland, fo r 
examp1c, the Commission found that "Improvements in the impact assessment system 
are also set out bul the approach \0 B etter Regulation needs 10 be further developed." 
The Commission concluded that individual Member states should move forward 
faster: 

Member States ore increasingly excllOllgillg experiences alld good ideas. 
However, while all J/Q ~'e mOl'edfonvard, there remaill big differences betweell 
Member States ill the depth alld speed of reform .. . 

The Commission charged Member states with two speci fi c regulatory refo nns: 

• EU leaders are invited to set a joint 25 percent target for reducing 
administrative burdens to be achieved jointly by the EO and Member States 
by 2012. This target was formali zed by the Commission in 2007. 

• In addition, the Commission intends to conduct a systematic analysis of key 
goods and services markets to identi fy specific obstacles to competition and 
make proposals for removing them. The Report invites Member States to 
do the same. 

I European Commission, Communication from !he Commission 10 the spring European Council 2006 
'T ime to move up II gear: Tho: new partnership for growth and jobs," Brussels, p. 9. 
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The goal of the European Commission is clear: "Establishing a fully fledged and 
integrated Better Regulation system should be the medium to long-term objective of 
all Member States." 2 The 2007 report to the European Conunission provides an 
opportunity for Bulgaria to showcase its efforts to adopt an integrated approach to 
regulatory refoon. Bulgaria's progress report on compliance with lhe Lisbon Agenda 
to the European Commission should report an integrated, broad, and concrete 
program to reform its domestic regulatory structure in line with the regulatory reform 
practices recommended in Europe. 

2. Regulatory Reform in Bulgaria 

Bulgaria bas already made significant progress in regulatory refonD. in particular 
through adoption of the body of EU law known as the acquis communaula;re, 
implementation of the 2003 Act 011 

Restricting Administrative, Regulation 
and Control on Business Activities and 
continuing development of the eight 
"Measures for implementatioll of the 
better regulation principles" proposed 
by the Council for Economic Growth 
and approved by the Council of 
Ministers on August 3, 2006. These 
regulatory reforms implement key 
components of the Political Priorities 
of the Government 0/ EU/'opeal/ 

Reasons for Regulatory Refo>rm in Butgaria 

Bulgaria entered the: EU in 2007 with a per capita 
income level of aoou t 35 percent of the avc:rnge 
for EU25, the 10"'<'st among the new member 
states. In addition, employment illld participation 
rates, although improving, are among the lowest 
in the EU. 

As cited in Donato D~ Rosa, Mamone Fay, Stella 
lIieva (2006) Product Market Regulation in 
Bulgaria: A comparison with OECD countries, 
World Bank. 

Illtegration. Ecollomic Growlh and Social Responsibility of 28 September 2005. 
These measures are in line with commitments made by the European Commission and 
Member States to improve European competitiveness. 

Bulgaria's regulatory reforms over the past few years focused on legal convergence 
with Europe through adoption of the acquis comrmmitaire. That massive reform 
required a thorough review and overhaul of Bulgarian legislation and regulation, and 
helped reduce barriers 10 entry into Bulgarian markets that will increase competition 
and productivity through the whole of the domestic economy. As part of these refonns. 
regulation in infrastructure sectors improved considerably as market-oriented regimes 
were adopted and new regulators were created. 

Other components of a national regulatory reform program have developed slowly 
over several years. In 1998, the Strategy/or establishment ofa modern administrative 
system took the first step towards introducing meaningful regulatory refoon, outlining 
a vision of the modcm role of the state, distribution of government powers and the 
organization of the administrative system. 3 In 2000. an Inter-ministerial Working 

I European Commission (l4.11.2(06) COMMUNlCA nON FROM TIfE COMMISSION. Economic 
refonns and competitiveness: key messages from the European Competitiveness Repon 2006 
COM(2006) 697 fmaL Brussels. 

l In 1998, the Institute for Market Ewnomic (IME), a loca! think tank, began working with a 
parliamentary comminee on " RIA Law. The Law did not prosper, but it generated interest on RIA 
from the press and business associations. In 2000 and again in 2001, a coalition of think tanks and 
technical assistance programs drafted bills to implement RIA iD Bulgaria. but failed to gain sufficient 
suppon for adoption. Tbis demonslnlles how the private sector has actively promoted RIA efforts in 
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Group for the Optimization of Regulatory Regimes (which revised licenses, permits 
and regulation requirements) recommended a program for refonning administrative 
procedures that started w ith removal or simplification of several dozen requiremenls.4 

These refonns were aimed at changing or removing regulations impeding firms' 
activity. The World Bank. concluded in 2006 that, through these reforms, the 
Bulgarian government had in fact successfully streamlined regulatory regimes to 
reduce private sector transaction costs. The Inter-ministerial Working Group bad 
reviewed 360 centrally-managed regulatory regimes and approved elimination of 71 
and modification of 121 regimes. S These efforts were followed by attempts by the 
Ministry of State Administration and Administrative Reform to create an electronic 
registry of administrative formalities affecting businesses, but the registry is not yet in 
place. 

As in other pans of Europe, much of the focus of regulatory reform in Bulgaria has 
been on regulatory impact analysis (RIA). Substantial political support for fonnal RIA 
emerged in 2002, with the creation of the influential Council for Economic Gwwt h 
(CEG), a public-private advisory body under the Council of Ministers. In 2003, the 
Act 0 11 Restricting Admillis trative, Regulation and COlltrol 011 Business A ctivities took 
a major step forward by defining the legal framework for RIA in Bulgaria. The Act: 

• Required regulation at all levels of government to be justified by a defined 
need (in terms of national security, environmental protection or personal 
and materi al rights of citizens), limiting the discretion of the regulator; 

• Imposed a cost-effectiveness (lowest cost) standard by forbidding 
regulations to impose restrictions unnecessary to the stated purposes of the 
regulation; 

• Mandated identification and measurement of costs and benefits for new 
regulations with respect to businesses; and 

• Mandated stakeholder consultation in the development process, elaborating 
the requirements in the Law on Normative Acts (1973. amended 1995 and 
2003). The 2003 Act requires the Government to notify companies of 
future regulation and provide them with at least one month to file 
objections. 

Yet implementation of the Act has been inconsistent. Since 2003, loca1 think tanks, 
the private sector and some Government agencies have attempted to introduce RIA in 
Bulgaria by conducting overall assessments of thc status of RIA, as well as by 
conducting RlAs on specifi c pieces of legislation. The Directorate for Strategic 
Planning and Management in the administration of the Council of Ministers carried 
out valuable work by producing a Guide on hnpact Assessment in Bulgaria (with 
PHARE assistance). The MoE has recently emerged as a leader on RIA initiatives, 
chairing an inter-m inisterial Working Group on Better Regulation that attempts to 
create a coordinated position on regulatory refonn issues and working closely with the 
Council of Economic Growth (CEG) and the Council of Ministers. 

Bulgaria, in contrast to the experience in other ECA tountries, including Poland and Hungary, where 
the public seclor WOlS Ihe main pr<.HYlQter Qf RIA. 

4 Stanka Delcheva (2003) The Sll1ltegma Agenc:y in Bulgaria, published in RGI SEE Seminar: 
Reducing Administrative Barriers, December, Bucharest. 

~ World Bank (2006) Implementation Completion ReP<JrI (Tf-S268 1 ScI-47850) On A Loan In The 
Amount or Us$450 Million To The Republic Of Bultaria For A Series Of Three Programmatic 
Adjustment Operations, June 26, 2006, Washington, D.G. 
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In 2006, the current government placed the Lisbon Agenda reforms higher on its 
priorities. Several of the reforms promoted by the Europ!!aJl Commission in 2005 
were contained in "Measures for implementation of the better regulation principles" 
proposed by the Council for Economic Growth and approved by the Council of 
Ministers on August 3, 2006 (contained in Annex 1). In this inslrument, the Council 
of Ministers basically adopted a basic short-tenn plan on regulatory reform that, for 
the first time, assigned specific responsibilities to public institutions, although these 
measures did not constitute a fonnal mandate. These measures focused on several key 
reforms: 

• Bener implemelltotion of RIA to improve the quality of new laws and 
regulations. The Council on Economic Growth identified seven draft laws 
that are high priorities for RIA, and three RIAs were prepared by 
consultants by end 2006. Tbese pilot RIAs are intended to promote the 
systematic introduction of RIA into the regulatory process, consistent with 
the recommendation in the September 2006 monitoring report o f the 
European Commission. 

• Creating a method and process for analysis and monitoring of regulatloJI 
and inspections that are most costly for businesses. The MoE initiated a 
swvey of finns aimed at identifying firms' perceptions of constraints 
imposed by current regulations. The initial survey was carried out in 2006. 

• Improving regulatory quality at locol levels. More systematic dialogue is 
expected between national regulators and the National Association of 
Municipalities during fonnulation of policies. 

• ImprolJillg dialogue with stakeholders. Setting up the Council on 
Economic Growth was a good step to improving the flow of infonnation 
from business stakeholders into the legislative process. More effort is 
expected by the ministries to include stakeholders at earlier stages in 
policymaking. 

• Enhallcillg trallsparency ;n governmem actiolls. The planned regulatory 
registry, which has been delayed for years, will be a good step in this 
direction. 

Such refonns will be useful in addressing inefficient regulatory practices that still 
exist in Bulgaria. A 2006 World Bank diagnostic of Bulgarian regulatory practices, 
using a highly detailed DECO regulatory database,1S found Bulgaria's perfonnancc 
mixed. On one hand, it concluded that Bulgaria has been: 

... successful ill reducing barriers to trade and investment, eliminating 
regulatory barriers alld discriminatory procedures against foreign investors. 
... With respect to barriers to entrepreneurship. Bulgaria has managed to 
eliminate a number of them (such as olltiirnst exemptions) or reached Q£CV 
average for several others (licenses and permits, and legal barriers to 
competition). 

6 The OECD calculates an overall product market regulation (PMR) index that measures the regulatory 
burdens imposed by inward-oriented and outward-oriented economic policies. A higb PMR score 
indicates that a coumry has implemented relative ty restrictive product rmrkel regulations. The World 
Bank expanded that database to include Bulgaria. 
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On the other hand, Bulgaria in 2006 appears to rank in the lower third of European 
countries in 2003 in teans of the restrictiveness of its regulatory policies (Figure I). 
Because this is a highly synthetic indicator, small changes in scores indicate important 
differences in regulatory regimes. Indeed, Bulgaria's 2006 score is not far from the 
EU average in 1998, when the benchmarking process was started. That suggests that 
Bulgaria is around 8 years behind the average European country in reducing the 
economic costs of its regulatory regimes. 

.. 
" 

Figure 1: Product M arkel R egulation - Country Comparison7 

(2003 for all countries except Bulgaria, which is 2006) 

OECO average 

/ 

The authors of the World Bank paper note several areas in which Bulgaria should 
focus its future refonns (Figure 2). Regulatory quality is poor as measured by the 
extent to which "command" rather than incentive regulation is used. This is probably 
a direct result of the absence of RIA in Bulgarian regulatory processes, since RIA 
directly contributes to consideration ofa wider range of non-regulatory options. 

The 2006 study of administrative burdens in Bulgaria (based on a survey of 505 
finns) found that businesses are generally p leased with improvements in the 
macroeconomic environment, but that regulatory problems remain signifi cant: 

• Burdensome regulatory regimes became more of a problem for businesses 
from 2002 - 2006 (identified as a problem by 11 percent of businesses in 
2002 but 23 percent in 2006). Complex licensing and regulatory regimes 
rank third among the problems of the business environment. 

• 59 percent of companies had problems in obtaining licenses, pennits and 
registrations. 

7 Source: OEeD and, for Bulgaria, World Bank estimates based on infonnation provided by Bulgarian 
authorities and Doing Business in 2005. Note: the valu~s are for 2006 for Bulgaria and fo r 2003 for all 
other OOUfltries. As cited in Donato De Rosa, Marianne Fay, Stella Ilieva (2006) Product Mark~t 

Regulation in Bulgaria: A comparison with OECD countries. DRAFT FOR DISCUSSiON, Wodd 
B,"'-
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These findings support the PMR. indicators in suggesting that administrative burdens 
due to complex procedures should be a future priority for Bulgaria, as in Europe 
overall. 

Figure 2: Remaining Gaps In Regulatory Quality Compared to tbe OECn Average 

Size of public enterprise sector 

Direct control over b ... 51nu55 
enterprises 

Scope of public enterprise 
Metor 

' .0 

Use 01 command and control 

Price eontrolS 

--Hulgana -CECO I 

Bulgaria' s entrance into the European Union, and the opening of its economy 10 
deeper integration into the Single Market, places more attention on the cost structures 
of its producen; ami the continuing capacity of the government to respond efficiently 
to address social needs and market failures. 

3. Wbat is Best Practice in Rce;ulatorv Reform? 

Any sUJVcy of European regulatory practices shows enonnous diversity in the quality 
of regulations across the European COnlrrussion and across Member Stales. Likewise, 
the range of regulatory refonn activities is wide, and continuously increasing as new 
initiatives on regulatory reform arc launched across Europe. In such a dynamic and 
diverse policy reform environment, it is important to be clear on the fundamental 
principles of "bcst practice" regulatory reform. This convergence policy reconunends 
that Bulgaria adopt as benclunarks European best practices, which will rest on a 
careful selection of countries and perfonnance standards. 

Tackling the regulatory reform agenda is among the most difficult challenges facing 
governments since regulatory systems, while large, tend to be highly decentralized 
among numerous institutions, non-transparent. easily captured, and based in enduring 
habits of public sector behavior. Improving the quality of regulation is necessary to 
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imllrov~ Ille business env ironment,:md thereby increase investmen t, producri,<jty and 
sustainable economic growth _ High quality rcgulation---<lcfined in the box be!ow
avoids imposing unnecessary burdens that cOst lime and money for bu~inesses, 
cili~cns and public administrations. By improving the quality Ofregutalions affccting 
private fim's, countries improvc the conditions for doing business, reduu mllrket 
distortions, incrcase competition, and facilitate integration, of local requircmcnls and 
standards with (hose of Qther countries, in tum expanding firms' aceess tQ foreign 
markets. This contributes to ;ncrease<l private investment, firm produc1ivi ty; export 
and employment. By improving the quality Qf regulat;o!)s !lff""t;"g the ci tizens a!)d 
the public secto r. countries also improve citizens' rights and thc quality of public 
services. 

Modernizing the regulatory role of Ihe state requires a sophisticated "good 
governance" agenda, not only a narrow "deregulation" agcnda aimed at cuning costs. 
Successfu l regulatory rermm has 
becomc a multifacetcd strategy 
that includes better regulation. 
deregulation, re- regulation. 
simplification and institution· 
building (inch,ding public sector 
rcfonns tliat realign incentives). 
In the moMn, p·rn.ctice, 
regulatory rcform is ltQt about 
lin,it;"g tbe role of the statc, bu t 
about fe·defining Ihe capacities 
and Ihc role or Ihe state to meet 
cvolving needs . This me~nS that 
regulatory quality management 
must be¢Ome as much a pan of 
public management as have 
fiscnl management and human 
resource management. The 
O ECD calls for a "pro·active 

OECD R<~"I"tol")" Quollty Principle. 

High qIll t,!), ,.~"I.""" .bould: 
SCrv¢ cle.,ly idenlified pOlicy 1°.1, and be 
.!Te.tiv~ in •• IUe"in! tbo ... \1<»10; 
H. ,-e ... und kg.1 bu ll; 
Produce ben.ti .. tl" lj"<llfy co .... cOII,iJ . ring Ih. 
distribution of .n«t • • "ro .. . od"y; 
Minimize com .nd m>,ket dlslonioo,; 
Promol. inncwotion through "unk"t In« nll_« 
."d go.l. b.,ed • ~proocJ",.; 
Be do.,. $;rrvl •. and practicol for Y'."; 
Be consi'tonl \V;O, otl«, re~ul'l ioru .n~ polioi .. , .. , 
Be oompatible ., for .. possible with 
..,mp<ti lion. ...,d. • "d i" • • ,1m. "t· r.d ll .,tlna 
prin<:ipl .. at dom .. ti<:.nd inlOmlllo0.0J 10v,I •. 

Sou",., OECD Rtcomnrtnda,'-"'" "" Rcg~lalor)" Quality 
199J G",11997 

"quality assurance" role" ror the l'<'gulatory functions of government. 

The sheer complexity of lhe national regulatory systcm has defealed many reformers. 
It is necessary to start wi th a clear understanding of the components Qf a dynamic 
regulalory system, each with its problems and related solulions, in order to croalc an 
integrated reform strategy. Over many years of work, the OBeD h3s divided Ihe 
reform task of bui lding a modem rcgulalory syslem into four major component$. The 
o=;sentia! concept of the OECD "system" approach is thaI II national regulatory system 
can be divided into the slock of regulatiQns. Ihal is the accumulated legacy of 
regulations thaI have buill up over ~ars ant.I tlccadcs, lIl1tl lho flow of regulations, that 
is. the continuing production of new regulations that are needed 10 meet the changing 
nee(]s of society. MWlagCmenl oflht,: ~lm;k and flow of regUlations requires different 
inslitutional capacities and different Slrntegies, which make up the core of the OECD 
regulatory rcform agenda. 
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These four components are summarized below and a functional map is presented in 

Figure 3 (next page): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Build a regulatory management system that can lead the reforms, monitor 
the quality of the national regulatory system, and promote good regulation 
tools throughout the entire public sec/or. 

• Strategic medium-term regulatory reronn policy (5 years) 
• Engines of reform such as a regulatory reform unit at the center of 

govenunent 
• A responsible minister 

11. Build the institutiolls to carry out good regu/atioll 
• Trained and skilled regulators who understand how (0 implement "better 

regulation" tools 
• One-stop shops 
• Regulatory registries. preferably electronic and online 
• Inspections reforms 
• Due process refonns to speed up appeals 

111. Improve the quality of /lew regulations (the comilluillg flow of new laws 
alld other regulations) 
• Adopting principles of regulatory quality 
• Systematic use ofRlA 
• Transparency and Stakeholder consultation 
• Central quality checks by an independent unit (a regulatory reronn unit) 

IV. Upgrade quality of existing regulatiolls (the huge stock of existing laws 
alld other regulatiolls) 
• Targeted deregulation, simplification, codification based on business 

priorities 
• Broad-based reforms (Standard Cost Model approach. Regulatory 

GuillotineTM) 
• Rolling programs of rcvicw of targeted sectors (European Commission 

approach) 
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Fig. 3: A Functional Map of a Modern Regulatory System 
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While Bulgaria has many choices 3bout the kind. of reforms that it adopll1 , and the 
design and ;",t ;lulional b ... is for those reforms, I1leso four nlojo. t~sk5 should be 
refiwed in its convergence policy in order to both achieve shon-term benefits and a 
longer-tonll, <ustainable progl1ll11 of regulatory management that will wrv. Bulgaria 
well into the future. 

4. ConvelJ!lng ,,·llb the nest, The Vi,ion ofRnulnlorv Reform in nulgaria 

Bulgaria .1I0uld benchmark it.. PlOp-e., againsllhe be.l countries in Europe. Not only 
must Bulgaria engage in a "catch-up·· by moving r'Sler than the others, other 
countries are continuing 10 ,eform;n Ihe imerim. [fBu lgaria is to move into the belle, 
parom.;ng Europoan countries in the next five yean_ it must move faster w;lh 
broader and better implemented reforms. 

Ac",,]erating progress on regulatory refonl1 requires a medium-term (i.e. S prj 
conver~n"" policy that links the various components of reform inlo a coherent and 
f"Sults_orientM plan of action. AgainSl high European benchmarks, concrete 
p.crfonnance meO$ures should be adopted IIld monitored fOT •• ch m onn to ensure 
tllal adequate progre:;s is "",de over time by tbe responsible institutions. 
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This convergence policy identifies nine 
tasks that are needed to converge with 
European best practices in regulatory 
refonn. These nine tasks follow the OECD 
agenda in addressing the stock, fl ow, 
institutions, and management of the 
national regulatory system. For each of the 
nine tasks, practices that should be 
considered by Bulgaria are identified, 
possible performance standards are 
suggested, and relevant experiences in 
Europe are identified. 

Example: Poland's Program For Regulatory 
Reform Under the Lisbon Agenda 

Poland is focusing on 7 " trions to improve ilS 
regulatory environment: 

( I) Simplify domestie leg"] instrumenlS, 
(2) Implement the Commission's roll ing review 
program at dornc:stie leve l, 
(3) Improve efficiency of the EU d irectives 
implementation system. 
(4) Apply a system to measure and reduce 
iUlministrUtlve costs on bus.inesses, 
(5) Optimize RIA, 
(6) Sttcnglhcn reguJalOlY capacity, and 
(7) Implement the ''1llink small fIl'S'" princ iple. 

J\1ANAGEMENT OF THE NATIONAL REGULATORY SYSTEM 

Task 1: Submit a co/wergellce policy for reglliatory reform to tile COll/lci/ of 
iUillisters for cOlfsideratiolf, develop a medium-term (,:e. 5 year) imp/emelltatio/l 
plall based 011 t/lis co/tvergellce policy, and COII,lI/utticate tl,e benefits of tlrese 
reforms to file public. 

This expLicit and coordinated convergence policy for Bulgaria, with clear goals and 
implementation mechanisms, is itself a key part of successful reform. The OECD 
recommends that each country "adopt at the political level broad programs of 
regulatory reform tbat cstablish clear objectives and framewo rks for 
implementation ... articulate reform goals, strategies and benefits clearly to the 
public.'" Adoption of a clear Pl'Qgram is so important, the OECD found, that 
"countries with explicit regulatory policies consistently make more rapid and 
suslained progress than countries without clear policies, The more complete the 
principles, and the more concrete and accountable the action program, the wider and 
more effective was refonn.'~ 

Adoption by the Council of Ministers would be a key signal of the credibility of the 
convergence policy, and a predictor of its success. One of the weaknesses seen in a 
recent review of the regulatory quality programs in many of the 10 newest states of 
the EU (the aECD review did not include Bulgaria and Romania) is lack of an 
explicit political commitment to a concrete policy of regulatory reform, The head of 
the OEe D/SIGMA regulatory reform program recently concluded that: 

" ... as the governance processes of states become more sophisticated and more 
is understood llbout improving the quality of policy making and regnlation 
drafting, an explicit policy fo r Better Regulation becomes a key feature of the 
governance landscape and is easily identified by reference to an explicit policy 

I DECO (1997) OECD Report 011 Regulatory Reform, Pari ,. 

, OECD (2002) Regulatory Polides in OECD Countries: From interventionism to regulatory 
govmnance, DECO, Paris. 
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document, an cxplicit political commitment and by a change of culture for the 
constant improvement of governance."L. 

This convergence policy, wh:ile important as a policy document. is not sufficiently 
detailed to be an implementation plan. Through a process of inter-ministerial and 
stakeholder consultation over the next few months. Bulgaria should develop a detailed 
implementation plan fo r carrying out these reforms. Such a plan should include the: 

• design and interaction of each reform.; 
• specific perfonnance goals fo r each reform; 
• the institutions to be involved; 
• the schedule; 
• the financing and staffi ng pl an; 
• the monitoring and evaluation strategy. 

The implementation plan should be consulted with stakeholders and presented for 
consideration by the Council of Ministers by the end of 2007 as the blueprint for 
reform. and for integration into financial and staffing plans. 

Communication to the public of the regulatory refonn strategy in the benefits for 
national policy priorities is important to maintain accountability for results and to 
ensure that the program moves ahead against the inevitable resistance. A 
communication plan from the top of government is needed to ensure that the public 
and key stakeholders such as the parliament are infonned as the refonns proceed. 

Sllggesfed performance sta1ldards 

It is suggested that Bulgaria benchmark the quality o f its convergence policy and 
implementation plan agai nst the criteria currently used by the OECDfSIGMA to 
assess the suitability of «better regulation" policies in the new European member 
states. The basic indicators used by OECD/SIGMA for a regulatory management 
policy include: 

• An explicit policy on regulatory management; 
• Political support; 
• A structure to implement a Better Regulation policy; 
• A structure to plan policy and regulatory activity and to prioritise policy 

and rcgulatory activi ties; 
• An appropriate number of suitably-qualified personnel; 
• Reports on the cffectiveness of particular substantive policies. 

Good p ractices ill Ellrope 

In the C7.(:'c/I R t'pllb/ic. the govenuncnt has developed. and in 2007 is improving, f'l 

regulatory reform policy that parallels broadly the EU Better Regulation policy. 
Commitments for the development of Bettcr Regulation were included in the National 
Reform Progranune of the Czech Republic within the Lisbon programme, and in the 
Strategy for Economic Growth of the Czech Republic." A Government Resolution ll 

10 Edward Donelan and Diane de Pompignan (2007) Better Regulation Practices in New European 
Member States: Context for Better Regulation, published al http://www.refonm-regula(:ji.gov.pV 

IL OECDISIGMA (2006) Report on Regulatory Managcmcnt Capacities of the Cze\:h Republic, Paris. 
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on Reducing the Administrativc Burden on Businesses was adopted in 2005 that 
includes an Action Plan for Reducing Administrative Burden on Businesses and a 
Methodology of Measurement of Administrative Burden, based on the Dutch 
Standard Cost Model. " 

In Malta, a general outline of a Better Regulation policy is set out in the National 
Reform Programme: Malta 's strategy for growth and jobs for the period 2005 to 
1008. 

Poland 's three-year "Regulatory Reform Program" was adopted by the Council of 
Ministers on 19 August 2006 as "the first comprehensive regulatory refonn program 
in Poland defining an integrated approach to regulatory management policy."I. The 
program is based on the principle that Better Regulation is a long-teon action and 
should be continuous. The first stage of the refoon covers the period 2Q06..2008. The 
Program is "a comprehensive document containing references to the most important 
issues identi fi ed in the national regulatory system." It is based on recommendations 
from Polish enterprises, on a diagnostic by the Polish goverrunent ("Entrepreneurship 
in Poland in 2006"), and recommendations from the World Bank and the OECO. It 
focuses on seven tasks: (1) simplifying domestic legal instruments. (2) implementing 
the Commission's ro lling program at domestic level, (3) improving the efficiency of 
EU directives implementation, (4) applying a system for measuring and reducing 
administrative costs imposed on businesses, (5) optimizing RIA, (6) strengthening 
regulatory capacity, and {7) implementing the "Think small first" principle. IS 

The Europeau Commission adopted in 2005 its own strategic vision for "better 
regulation": "In the context of the renewed Lisbon Strategy, refocused on growth and 
j obs, the Commission announced its intention to launch a comprehensive initiative to 
ensure that the regulatory framework in the EU meets the requirements of the twenty
first century." When li ttle progress was made across Europc, the Commission 
launched an Annual Progress Report that monitors progress in each Member State, 
and develops specific recommendations that are endorsed by the European Council. 
This system of policy, monitoring, and recommendations has been effective in 
stimulating much faster progress across Europe. 

Task 1: Build a celltral tmit respollsible for promoting and overseeing regulatory 
reform through all "atiol/at public sector institutions, alJd working with regiollal 
governments. It shollid be supported by a network of ullits ;n each mi"isrry. 

The regulatory reform agenda can be speeded up by the right regulatory management 
structure. The OECD has found that change can be driven by central units with longer 
term, whole-of-goverrunent views. In the longer term, such regulatory management 
units should be responsible for continuing adaptation and improvement of regulatory 

11 No. 42112005. 
" OECOISIGr.1A (2007) REGULATORY MANAGEMENT CAPACITIES OF MEMBER STATES 
OF THE EUROPEAN UNION THAT JOINED TIlE UNION ON r.1A Y t , 2004. Sustaining regulatory 
management improvements through a Bener Regulation poliey. Mimeo draft, April. Paris. 
H OECDISIGMA (2007). 
IS Republic of Poland (2006) National Refonn Programme for 2005_2008 \0 implement the Lisbon 
Strategy. First Annual Progress Report. Adopted by the Council ofMiwslers on 13 Ot:tober 2006 
Warsaw. 
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systems as external conditions change, information becomes available and new 
problems arise. '~ 

Bulgaria requires a dcd.icatcd mechanism, with adequatc resources, expertise and 
authori ty, for managing and co-ordinating the complex regulatory reform strategy and 
monitoring and reporting on outcomes. The location of the institution needed to 
oversee compliance with regulatory reform policies has by now been well established: 
the oversight body is IIIOSt effective when associated with the eenter of government 
where authorities f or imer-ministerial oversight are a/ready well established. 11 

Individual ministries are not well-placed to carry out such government-wide program 
management. 

Discussions in Bulgaria to plaee such a unit in the adminisrrative offices of the 
Council of Ministers arc weU within the mainstream ofexperienccs in Europe, and are 
consistent with recommenda.tions from the OEeD. Indeed, the administrative offices 
of the Council of Ministers have already been active in promoting better regulation 
practices. rfplaced within the Council of Ministers, the Better Regulation unit would 
work best if designated as a stand-alone unit, with its own mandate, staff, and head 
accountable for delivering a specific program. ThaI is, the unit should not be seen as a 
collective or inter-ministerial function serving the Council's day-to-day needs, but as 
a program delivery function with its own tasks. Of course, in carrying out its tasks, it 
would be accountable to the Council of Ministers, and thc Council would be abJe to 
charge it with new tasks beyond its core mandate to support Government policy. In 
addition, the unit should be integrated into the policy processes of the Council so that 
its advice and outputs are considered by the Council, as appropriate. To ensure 
sustainability, salaries of these units are entirely paid from the annual government 
budget. based on civil service rates. 

There is no ideal practice for establishing the mandate of such a unit. Some countries 
establish such units by law, whi le others create such units by decision of the Council 
or the Prime Minister. In general, creation by law is associated with more credibility 
and sustainability of the unit, because its role supersedes short-term political and party 
interests. 

The core functions of such a unit typically include: 

• Strategic leadership: assessment of regulatory challenges and new 
initiatives on regulatory reform 

• Program oversight: central coordination of delivery and implementation of 
regulatory refonn, with monitoring and chaHenge to ministries on 
perfonnance 

• Operational functions: Reviewing RlAs, conducting training, writing 
guidance, providing help-desk serviees 

In i t~ mandate, the unit could, for example, be rc:Iponsiblc for: 

I. OECD (2002). p. 91. 
17 Jacobs, Scott (2006) "Current Trends in Regu!atory Impact Ana!ysis: Maimtreaming RIA Into 
Policy-Making," Jacobs and Associates Reports. Washington, DC. 
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• advising the government an all matters relating to business regulation, 
regulatory institutions, the enabling environment, and related reforms 
generally; 

• reviewing all proposals for new regulatory requirements against the 
standards established by the regulatory policy; 

• reviewing on its own initiative or upon the representation of any person any 
matter relating to business regulation; 

• reviewing proposed Government policy on business regulation and 
advising the Government as may be appropriate; 

• issuing guidance and standards for regulatory impact analysis to be applied 
by the regulatory authorities; 

• issuing guidance and standards for the manner of public consultation to be 
applied by the reguJalory authori ties, promoting more accessible and 
systematic public consultation strategies, developing a website portal for 
public consultation, and consulting regularly with stakeholders on issues of 
business regulation and its reform. 

• operating training programs to build skills in the regulatory authorities 
• monitoring and reporting on the activities of the regulatory authorities 

related to regulation refonn, quality, or related issues particularly 
comp liance with tbe national regulatory policy; 

• producing at least once year a report on the quality of regulation in Bulgaria, 
and proposing as needed any actions necessary to improve the business 
envirorunent so as to support the development policies of the Goverrunent; 

• organizing forums, and bringing together the regulatory authorities and 
stakeholders with a view to getting the views of these groups on the 
regulatory environment for business activity in Bulgaria. 

Such a unit should be supported by a network of units through the public sector. 
Jacobs (2006) has found that the best-performing countries create a rich network of 
supporting institutions on regulatory reform .. The better systems seem to combine 
both a centTal unit with a network of institutions among the ministries. Such a 
network might include: 

• Political and minister-level bodies for regulatory reform (special ministers 
for regulatory refonn in UK, Special Committee of Council in Canada); 

• Activist committees and bodies of the parliament (Commiuees of the 
European Parliamem); 

• High level commissions (Competitiveness Council in the European 
Commission); 

• Inter-ministerial working groups that coordinate and advise on major 
regulatory initiatives (Implementation Group of Secretaries General in 
Ireland); 

• Ad hoc inter-ministerial working groups that coordinate and advise on 
major regulatory initiatives (Cross-departmental steering groups on better 
regulation in Ireland, Inter-service coordination groups for reguLatory 
development in the European Commission) 

• Ministerial regulatory refonn units who are responsible for carrying out tbe 
regulatory policy and RIA quality oversight at the level aftbe Ministry (In 
United Kingdom, a Minister for Regulatory Reform is appointed to each 
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key regulatory department to be responsible for the quality of RIA within 
the department. DepartmentaJ Better Regulation Units are established in 
each department) 

• Private sector groups, advisory bodies, think tanks, or other research bodies 
who support the regulatory reform agenda (UK Better Regulation Task 
Force, Sweden's Board of Swedish Industry and Commerce for Better 
Regulation (NNR) 

Suggested performance standards 

To evaluate the quality of the design of this unit, Bulgaria should consider the 
standards suggested by Jacobs (2006)11 for regulalory refonn units: 

• Have a longer-term agenda and mandate, with sustained focus and 
influence over several years. 

• Have an active inter-ministerial component to coordinate the parts of the 
public administration that will have to actually implement refoons. 

• Be authorized, connected, and accountable for results to the centre of 
government to strengthen policy coordination and oversight capacities. 

• Have strong relations and an active involvement with the private sector, 
and include those parts of the government who are champions of private 
sector development. 

• Command the resources needed to get the job done, including a dedicated 
secretariat with the right skills and financing to move reform fonvard. 

Good practices in Europe 

Europe is seeing an explosion ofthcsc so-called Better Regu lation Units, particularly 
in response to the adoption of the Standard Cost Model and the government-wide 
targets for cost reduction. However. in the new Member Statcs, the tendency is to 
locate responsibility for the better regulation policy in a specific ministry, most 
commonly the Ministry of Economy. This approach is too new to be evaluated in the 
region; however, it has not proven to be an effective dcsign in other European 
countries, or outside of Europe. Examples of the more carefully designed units 
include: 

In Malta, the Better Regulation policy is the responsibility of the Better Regulation 
Unit within the Management Efficiency Unit (MEV). The MEU operates in the Office 
of the Prime Minister and plays a unique role of an in-house management consultant 
to the Government. It has developed some experience of impact assessment. The 
mandate of the Unit is to morutor regulatory developments and reduce wmecessary 
bureaucracy. 19 

In Latvia, the Policy Coordination Department of the State Chancellery is responsible 
for designing and implementing the policy and strategic planning system, which 
includes the Bctter Regulation policy. This policy is prepared in cooperation with line 

I I See, for example, Scott Jacobs and lacq1Jeline Coolidge (2006) R~ducing Administrative Barners to 

Investment: Lessons Learned. FJAS Occasional Paper 1" IFClWotid Bank, Washington, DC. 
I~ OECo/SIGMA (2007). 
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ministrics, which are in charge of checking the quality of impact assessments, 
according to their respective areas of competence. :!II 

In Po/and, an inter-ministerial working group (the Task Force for Modem Economic 
Regulation) was established in February 2006 to develop the regulatory policy for 
submission to the Council of Ministers for approval. This Task Force is building on 
the work done by a team appointed in 2000 (the Inter-ministerial Regulatory Quality 
Team) and will deal with similar issues, but with a stronger focus on both improving 
the regulatory environment for business. and making use of the regulatory tools more 
effectively. There is also a strong, well managed Department in the Ministry for the 
Economy and added competencies were given to the Office of the Prime Minister to 
oversee impact assessments. An official in each Ministry is responsible for the 
development of Better Regulation in that Ministry. 11 

GermallY, under Cabinet Decision of25.04.06, has taken a new centralized approach 
to overseeing administrative simplification across the government: 

• Centralized approach at the center of government (a Coordinator and a 
Better Regulation Unit in the Federal Chancellery) 

• Political Coordination via a State Seeretaries' Committee (covering all 
ministries) 

The UJlited Killgdom bas three challenge units at the center of government: The 
central tmits are supported by Departmental regulatory refonn units in each ministry. 

• The Better Regulation Executive (BRE) in the Cabinet Office provides 
central coordination of delivery and implementation of regulatory refonns, 
challenges departments on progress with regulatory refonn; and works with 
departments to change regulatory culture and processes. 

• Small Business Service reviews proposals that affect smaJl finns. 
• All regulatory proposals likely to impose a major new burden on business 

require clearance from the Panel for Regulatory Accountability, chaired by 
the Prime Minister. 

In Del/mark, an intenninisterial Regulation Commiuee is staffed by the 
pennanent secretaries of four ministries ~ including the Ministry of Finance, the 
Ministry of Justice, and the Ministry of Business and Industry. This Committee 
prepares the legislative agenda for the coming year and devclops the national 
policy on legislative quality. It is supported by a Division for better regulation in 
the Ministry of Finance; by a Division for quality in business regulation in the 
Ministry of Business and Industry; a Legislation Technique Division in the 
Ministry of Justice. and a Digital Task Force for the IT issues. 

lI> OECDISIGMA (2007). 
2 1 OECDISIGMA (2007). 
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BUILDING TilE INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE OF A "BEST 
PRACI'ICE" REGULATORY SYSTEM 

Task 3: Train reglllators to build skills in "better reglllatioll " tools by lamIe/illig a 
phased training program focused tnt implementing ti,e natiollal convergence policy 

Regulators across the public sector - those who develop and adopt new regulations 
and those who implement and monitor existing regulations -- should be more skilled 
in the principles and methods of the better regulation plan. Bulgaria 's Council of 
Ministers in 2006 agreed to the need for more support and training for the officials of 
the central and local administrations. Such trairung should be canied out with the 
assistance of the Ministry of Economy and Energy and the participation of the 
Institute for Public Administration and European Integration. 

In general, governments across Europe invest far too little in training of civil servants 
in better regulation to rules and principles. Indeed, the DECD found in 2002 that "The 
lack of skills reflects the fundamental disregard, found in almost all country reviews 
to date, for the need for large scale, sustained and detailed training to be provided by 
co-ordinating bodies."n Jacobs (2006) found the same situation four years later. 

Those governments that do training seem to use a combination of external training to 
develop a high level of skills for a core group, combined with in-house or on-site 
training fo r a far broader group of civil servants who need to know the principles and 
tools of better regulation, without the detailed knowledge ofa RIA analyst. The better 
organized governments have begun to integrate training on better regulation into the 
civil service institutions responsibLe for continuous training. 

Suggested performance standards 

There are no agreed perfonnance standards for "Better Regulation" training in Europe. 
Suggested standards could include: 

• Training should be given as early as possible in a professionaJ career. 
• All regulators should have basic training in the principles and tools of good 

regulation, as contained in the national regulatory policy. The percentage of 
those trained should rise progressively, reaching 100 percent by year three. 

• All regulatory bodies should have a core group trained in RIA by year two. 
This group should be able to design and carry out basic RIA for their 
ministries. 

• All managers at the level of Director should have at least 8 hours training in 
the national regulatory policy, rising to 100 percent by year 2. 

• Once reaching 100 percent, the govenUllent should maintain that standard 
of a fully trained civil service. 

12 OECD (2002). 
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Good practices ill Europe 

In the Czech Republic, training is delivered to civil servants by the Institute of State 
Administration. Special courses are o rganized on EU issues as well as on Belter 
Regulation issues. In particular. a 3 day course was set up to train civil servants on the 
EU methodology on Regulatory Impact Assessment and on how to conduct RIA. 50 
civil servants were trained by the end of2oo6.ll 

In Hungary. Mo initiatives to provide training for officials in modem administration. 
including Better Regulation, were introduced in 2004. The first is in Budapest; the 
second in Perch University, which started a Belter Regulation curriculum for local 
authority lawyers. Training aims to give officials the capacity to undertake and 
manage an impact assessment project.14 

Bosllia. Serbia. and Moldova have sent officials to the College of EuropelJacobs and 
Associates RIA Training Course offered twice a year in Bruges. This five..<Jay course 
is the only commercial RIA course offered in Europe, and provides the most advanced 
training avai. lable for the core cadre of RIA experts needed in the BeUer Regulation 
Unit. 

Moldova, with World Bank fi nancial support, is developing a series of training 
courses and training materials. and is training a cadre of trainers in its civil service 
trairnng insti tute so that RIA training can be offered on a continuous basis at low cost 

The Irish Depanment of the Taoiseach is drawing up a "detailed training stralegy for 
RIA" using the Centre for Management and Organization Dcvelopment (CMOD) in 
the Department of Finance, as well as academic institutions. The Irish approach to 
drawing up a training strategy for RIA might be an effective way of attracting more 
training resources to RIA, upgrading the quality and consistency of RIA training 
government-wide, and ensuring that good practices around the world are transmitted 
quickly and efficiently to civil servants.15 

In the United Kingdom, the better regulation urnt runs seminars, fonnal training 
sessions and workshops on RIA. The urnt is also involved in training officials through 
the Civil Service College's training courses on policy making. 

Task 4: Complete the lIational eiectrollic registry of COllso/walcd regu!atiotu, with 
mcchanisms for continuiJlg mai"tellallce of the registry 

Most OECD countries have established central electronic registers for lav,:s and 
regulations, and the 2005 OECD Guiding Principles for Regulatory Quality and 
Perfonmmce recommends that governments "create and IIpd::lte on a continuing basis 
public registers of regulations and business fonnalities. or use other means of 
ensuring that domestic and foreign businesses can easily identify all requirements 
applicable to them." 

2l OECD/SIGMA (2006) Report on Regulatory Management Capacities of the Czech Republic, Paris. 
2' OECDfSlGMA (2007). 

v Soott Jaoobs (2006) "Current Trends in Regulatory Impact Analysis: Mainstrcaming RIA into 
Policy-Making." 
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Bulgaria has no complete, electronic registry of its regulations for access by 
businesses. Amendments to the Law on Administration in March 2006 aim to unify 
the data in the Register into a single Administrative Register. The M inistry of State 
Administration and Administrative Rcfonn (MSAAR) is charged with producing the 
ncw Administrative Register, but the Council for Econom ic Growth has complained 
about delays. 

Bulgaria should complete, as a high pnonty, a national electronic registry of 
administrative requirements on businesses. Such a registry could be subsequently 
expanded to all business regulations, and eventually to thc Rcgulations Official 
pUblication of the National Assembly and the COlUlcil of Ministers. Once cstablished, 
the govemment should maintain the registry over time, and mechanisms are necessary 
to do th is. 

Bulgaria has several options for the design of an electronic registry:" 

• A registry of fonns and o ther inronnation such as fees needed for 
fonnalities. Such ronns can be: 

• Only downloaded 
• Answered on line 

• A registry of legaL texts - rang ing from fonnali ties to a broader set of legal 
texts -- at different levels o f govcrrnnent. Such a registry could be: 

• For infonnation 
• Legally secure 

• A registry of aU requirements needed fo r a business to start up and operate. 
This becomes an electronic one stop shop. Such a registry could be: 

• Comprehensive from the view of businesses 
• Geared to a single ministry or level o f government. 

Suggested performance sfandnrds 

The purpose of the registry is to reduce tT3JIsactions costs for users and to increase 
legal security. Evaluation of the perfonnance oftbe registry in achieving these goals 
could use the following kinds of standards: 

• Publication in a single site (as opposed to multiple sites) 
• Presentation of infonnation in a standardized fonnat 
• Timely updating of the regis try (in parallcl with notification in the national 

gazette) 
• Accessibility to the public without fees 
• Capacity for user-friendly searches on key words 
• Capacity to download relevant forms 
• Capacity to fill out and submit relevant fonns 
• Legal value of the content o f tllc registry in legal proceedings 
• Accessibility in multip le languages. 

26Cesar Cordova and Scon Jacobs (2007) Key Elements and Characteristics orRegulalory eRegistties: 
A Note ror HITROREZ, Croatia. Mimeo, Washington, DC. 
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Good practices in Europe 

ht Norway, l1 the Register of Reporting Obligations of Enterprises and The Central 
Co-ordination Register for Legal Entities (Oppgaveregisteret) plays a key role in 
efforts to monitor and reduce administrative burdens. Created in 1997, the main task 
of this register is to maintain a constantly updated overview of businesscs' reporting 
obligations to central government, and to find ways to coordinate and simplify these 
obligations. The register keeps an updated overview of all reporting obligations of 
industry and business. The information supplied by each business enterprise is nol 
registered by the Oppgaveregistret. but by the authorities using the information. 
Under the Act relating to the Reporting Obligations of Enterprises, the public 
authorities must co-ordinate their reporting activities. This means that if two or more 
public authorities ask the same questions of the same type of company, these 
authorities shall collaborate so the question is asked only once. The register also 
maintains an overview of the permits that are required to operate within various 
businesses and industries, and provides infonnation on how to obtain such permits. 
Currently the register is restricted to business and industry's reporting obligations to 
the central authorities. The results of its monitoring efforts are pubLished on a yearly 
basis. The register has compiled a database of about 669 reporting obligations and a 
total of 255 different permits and licenses covering all business sectors in Norway. 
The register estimates burdens related to submission of information in terms of time. 

France has opted for the establishment at the centre of Government of an agency 
dedicated to the promotion of administrative simplification and in particular the 
registration of all government fonns. Provision of online services was improved by 
introducing a national gateway portal in October 2000 that allows online access to 
administrative fonus (with 1,000 fOOllS now available. out ora total of 1,600). These 
can be found at http://www.service-public.frfformulaireslindex.htmland 
http://annuaire-cfe.insee.fr/AnnuaireCFE/jsp/ControleurJsp. The [OnTIS are available 
in .pdf fonnat. Some must be printed and filled out manually, while others can be 
filed online. France is currently (2006-2007) expanding the online fi ling services. 

European UniolZ Iltstitllt;olts offer EUR-Lex (http://eur-Iex.europa.eulenlindex.btm). 
which provides direct free access to EUropean Union law. The system makes it 
possible to consult the Official Journal of the European Union and it includes treaties, 
legislation, case-law and legislative proposals. It offers extensive search facilities. Its 
website states that, as Community legislation is evolving, due to frequent publications 
of new, amending, legal acts, the collection of consolidated legislation in the database 
is not complete and it cannot be guaranteed that a text represents the up-to-date state 
of the legislation in force. However, each consolidated text contains a list of all legal 
documents taken into account for its construction. Therefore a comparison with the 
data in the Directory of Community legislation in force allows an easy check on the 
current state of consolidation. Furthermore, each part of the text is enriched with data 
concerning its origin (basic act, amending act or corrigendum). Consolidated texts in 
EUR-Lex are intended for use as documentation tools and have no legal value. For 
legal purposes, the texts published in the Officia1 Journal of the European Union are 
binding. 

27 OECD 2003, Regulatory Reform in Norway. Chapter 2 Government Capac:ities 10 Ensure High 
Quality Regulations OECD Pari$ see Box BeSI Pracricc:: The BwlllWYsund RegisleH. 
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Task 5: IVork witll local governments to promote "better regulation" practices 
across Bulgaria. 

A continuing complaint of businesses in Bulgaria is the implememation of regulations 
at the municipal level, which is stilt seen as uncertain and adding to regulatory risks. 
An effective national convergence strategy cannot ignore regulatory practices at 
municipal levels, but the independence of the 263 municipalities means that a 
standardized approach across many municipalities is unrealistic. 

But national governments do not have to mandate actions in order to support 
beneficial regulatory reforms. The implementation plan fo r regulatory reform should 
examine several options for promoting "better regulation" practices at the municipal 
level, including: 

• Enhancing consultation with municipal authori ties in the preparation of 
new laws and regulations in order to improvc their application; 

• Developing with the National Association of Municipal ities in the Republic 
of Bulgaria recommended model practices for regulatory implementation 
and stakeholder relationships; 

• Financing consultancies for municipalities to help them self-diagnose and 
improve performance, or set up a municipal "helpdesk" in the national 
Better Regulation unit to provide advice; 

• Launching with the National Association of Municipalities in the Republic 
of Bulgaria a national project to examine not only HOW municipalities 
perfonn, but WHAT they do as background to municipal simplification 
programs;28 

• Coordinating implementation regu lations with national ministries through, 
for example, expansion of municipal-national one-stop shops; 

• Developing a mechanism with the National Association of Municipalities 
in the Republic of Bulgaria to score the quality of regulatory practices at 
municipal levels to encourage faster adoption of good practices across 
Bulgaria; 

• Establishing clearer definitions of the competencies between levels of 
government and more infonnation exchange to avoid duplication and 
inconsistent application ofreguiationsj 

• Including municipal regulations and fonns in the national dectronic 
registry. 

Suggested p eiformance slandards 

The European Commission bas not adopted any performance standards for bettcr 
regulation at municipal level. or even for coordination between national and 
municipal refonn programs. Bulgaria might consider the following perfonnance 
standards: 

• Adoption of a model approach to regulatory simplification in an increasing 
percentage of municipalities. reaching t OO percent by year fivej 

:Ill World Bank Group (2006) Simplification of Business Regulations at the Sub-National Level: A 
Refonn Implementation Toolkit for Project Teams. Small aDd Medium Enterprise Department, 
Washington, DC. 
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• Establish a national scoring system to compare the performance of 
municipalities in better regulation, and produce steady improvements in 
scores; 

• Improving scores of municipalities on annual business surveys in Bulgaria. 

Good practices ill Europe 

In a few European countries, different levels of government are co-ordinaring efforts 
to reduce burdens on businesses:~ 

In the Slovak Republic, extensive consultation with the Association of Slovak Towns 
and Municipalities is organized as part of developing new laws and regulations in 
order to faci litate application after adoption. 

In I taly. law 246 of2005 created agreements between the Government and regions to: 

• Facilitate co-ordination of their respective areas of responsibili ty, notably 
regarding the administrative formalities that businesses must fulfil and 
procedures for authorisations, licences, and approvals; 

• Identify nation-wide approaches to simplification of such fonnali ties; 
• Ensure the removal of obstacles to the functioning of smooth operations of 

unified business help-desks or one-stop shops. 

In Swede" , the Swedish Business Development Agency produced a report in 2004 on 
the most important permits needed to start a business and on the average processing 
time to receive the permits. The report stressed differences in processing times for 
permits between municipalities as well as gaps in the agencies' and municipalities' 
knowledge of - and infoonation about - the length of processing times. Such "score 
cards" enabled the government to develop more concrete targets for improving 
permitt ing at regionallevels. 

IMPROVING THE FLOW OF NEW REGULATIONS 

Task 6: Create a well resourced regtllatory impact assessmelll (RIA) system 

One of the most important capacities of a modern regulator working within an open 
and competitive economy is the ability to assess the market impacts of a regulation 
before it is adopted. Enhancing the capacities of regulators to choose efficient 
regulatory solutions consistent with market fo rces reduces the risks of costly 
regulatory mistakes, and the level of implicit government taxation on productive 
activities. 

Bulgaria is aJready working to improve RIA, a technique thai can simultaneously 
reduce the costs of regulation, increase the benefits, and increase participation by 
stakeholders in the regulatory process. The focus on RIA as a priority in Bulgaria is 
consistent with the core importance of Impact Assessment in the Lisbon Agenda. 

19 OEO> (2006) Cutting Red Tape; National Stnltl!gil!s for Administrative Simplification, Paris, pp. 77-
78. 
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Despite legal obligations to perform RlA in Bulgaria, RIA is not being carried out in a 
meaningful way on new laws and regulations. The Bulgarian Government has not yet 
developed a general strategy for RIA that is integrated with other reform efforts and 
that is in line with the country's development needs. RIAs on specific legislation are 
of varying-and often poor-quality . ... Most ministries and public agencies lack 
institutional capacity to support the implementation of RIA. While all regulating 
ministries should produce RIAs to improve the quality of their regulations, there has 
been little training to build RIA capacities within those ministries. Basic operating 
requirements (such as stratcgies for data collection for impact evaluation, peer review 
groups, RIA advisory bodies, and RIA networks in the ministries) are still missing. 

In order to move beyond the 
current pilot stage into a systemic 
application of RIA, it is necessary 
to create a central RIA oversight 
body by assigning a specific entity 
with an institutional mandate, 
resources and power to enforcc the 
RIA program. Ideally, this task 
would be assigned to the central 
Bettcr Regulation unit. The 2003 
Act on Restricting Administrative, 
Regulation and Control on 

What RIA methods should Bulgaria consider? 

Intematiomd RIA methods are moving today toward 
more integrated methods of ass.essmenl, converging to 
a method called sofi benefit-cost analysis (8CA) by 
Scott Jacobs. In soft BeA, qua"titalive and qualita/ive 
memcs are combined and presented systemat ically in 
an integrated framework to dea l with the complexity 
of modem public pol icy. 

Source: Jacobs, Scnn (2006) '"Current Troods in Regulatory 
Impact Analysis: Mainstreaming RIA Into Polky-Making, ~ 
Juob!; Ind Assoc:i31es Rt ports. 

Business Activities does not assign responsibility for the RIA to any single institutIon. 
This has created confusion between the Ministry of Economy and Energy (MoE) and 
the Ministry for Stale Administration (MSA) regarding the mandate for leadership on 
RIA" 

Based on best practices at the GEeD and in Europe, Bulgaria should develop a new 
slratcgy and content for its RIA system, in consultation with appropriate groups such 
as the CEG and stakeholders inside the govemment. The strategy should consider the 
fo llowing components of setting up an effective RIA system: 

Je Based on assessments conoducted by the OECD, DFID and the European Conunission, and on 
interviews held during the mission with stakebolders involved with RIA. 

) 1 TIte Ministry of State AdminislIaliOli aDd Mministrative Reform focuses on government procedures, 
a usefUl but limi ted perspective. 
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Tasks Recommended to Implement a Fuotllonln g RIA System in Bulgaria 
(Sourte: World Bank (Detember 2006) Implementioe RIA in Bulgaria: 

Summary Note, Scott Jacobs, Sofia) 

Political and Le islath'e' Maudatesfor,RIA """'," , ' ,' . " .~ .:< , . . 
Develop a legal ITIiIIld.:ile to require control of RIA by a central regulatory refonn wlll; to ~rea le other 
checks on the RIA compliance; to require the central uni t to develop mandatory RIA guidance and 
consultation prou~s; ,,'" " mandlte the central unit " ovenu implem~nlation of tbe entire 
CQDYCrf!;eDCt mategy 

S" central Belt~r Re Idation unit with nM rocedures 
JUveio ..... sU ortin' materlali and trliliLill . . . .. '. 

. 
Develop RIA guidaDcc, including choice of method, d~cision criteria, impacts to be included, ~tandard 
:munmtk lIS, and data collection methods 
Hold government wid~ training in introducwry principles of good regulation 100 compliance with the RIA 

I t/.u idancc (or around. 300 oolk.vofficials 
Hold more eialized trainin for the staff of central unit on how 10 review RIA 
Devclo new consu llation rocedures and comull them with stakeholder , • 
1m lementRlA .; , , ,.-.- :,- '. . " -', " -' >.; " 

.. 
Ministries and agencies bel in using new RIA guidance.. Centra l unit begins to review and control the 

I Quality of the RIA. New f)ublication checks adopted. 
Stakeholders rovide in ut throu the RIA-based consultation roccS$ 
Build RIA-skills Intbe "Parliament '-''",C''- . . . . . 
Begin di.sclWiolU with th<: lA.lgal Department oflbe Parliamtnt on how 10 use RIA in legislative actions by 
Parl iament 
Reach agreement on how RIA can be: structured in the Parliament 10 make best use of expanded 
mc:mon.nda on linin laws 
Hold. trainin to build skills in !he Le 1 (of the Parliament on RIA 
Stir! RIA for al drafts and. eban u in Parliament 
~ iD i1ot· ro ms iD 'miDistries aDd r - onal overnm ents 

, . . 
Selec t 2 iJot local ovem mcnts to roll out the RIA m 
Hold RIA trainin roc ilot loeal ovemmenlS 

Launch I , BOIS in local ovemmenl~ 

Assess c); eriencc of RIA in local ovemmc:nts and dcsi full lo~al ovemmenl-wide RIA 

Suggested performance standards 

There is extensive guidance on good RIA systems. The most influential and the most 
often c ited standards are still the 1997 QECD's ten practices for good RlA,32 1bese 
practices could be used in Bulgaria as perfonnance slandards for the design and 
operation of the RIA system. 

Performance criteria for a RIA system: 

• Systematic. RIA must be part of a larger system that supports core 
analytical requirements and ensures that the analysis is able to influence 
policy decisions . 

• Empirical. RIA musl make maximum use, within cosl coDstraints, of 
quantitative data and rigorous empirical methods. This will maximise 
objectivity and comparability, 

II DECO (1997), Regu latory implct Analysis: Best Practice in OECD CountriCJ, Paris. 
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• Consistent but flexib le. Analytical approaches must be broadly consistent 
to optimize overall resul ts. However, analysts must retain sufficient 
flexibility to target scarce resources at thc most important regulatory issues 
and fit the analysis to the issue at hand. 

• Broad ly applicable. RIA should be applied to as wide a range of policy 
instruments as possible. It should not be possible to avoid RIA by using a 
different instnunenL 

• Transparent and consultative. Extensive consultation should inform RIA. 
The results of RIA should, in tum, be widely available and the basis of 
dccisions made clear. 

• Timely. RIA should be commenced early in pl)licy development and its 
results madc available in time to infl uence decisions before they are made. 

• Responsive. Effectivencss depends ultimately on how well decision-makers 
apply the insights of RIA. This requires that RIA address issues that are 
practical and connected to the current policy debate. 

• Practical. RIA systems must not require infeasible resource commihnenls 
and must not impose unacceptabLe delays on decision-making. 

Good practices in Europe 

Thc OECD/SIGMA recently noted that all new Member States, except Malta and 
Cyprus. have laws requiring RIA as part of new regulatory policy development. Thls 
suggests that there should be no lack of good practices for Bulgaria to examine. 
Howevcr, the practice of RIA is disappointing right across the region. OEeD/SIGMA 
concludes that "inadequate institutional arrangements. particularly as regards the 
quality review of assessments, lack of clear methodologies and training meant that the 
process became an empty formula and RIA existed in name and not in substance.' ,33 
Some countries are actually moving backward. Hungary, for example. abolished its 
Department of Impact Analysis, Deregulation and Registration of Law in July 2006, 
and has not replaced it. 

In Pola/ld. RIA is still quite new, but the RIA system and its supporting institutions 
are emerging as one afthe best in the eastern region: 

• Ministers are responsible for RIA and public consultations. but nC\v 
institutional arrangements for RIA were implemented in 2006 to strengthen 
the RIA system, including placing responsibility for tbe review of RIA in 
the Chancellery of the Prime Minister instead of tile Govenunent 
Legislation Centre where it was until July 2006. 

• To increase the effectiveness of the RIA process, the Ministry of the 
Economy prepared new RIA Guidelines which were adopted in October 
2006 by the Council of Ministers. The new guidelines clarify the kcy 
analytical steps to be taken in the undertaking of a RIA. The Guidelines 
consti tute a set of logical steps which structure the preparation of policy 
proposal from identifying the problem, choosing objectives and main 
poLicy options, through comparing the possible options. assessing cost and 
benefits of each option to fma lly recommending the best solution. It is 
planned, after operating the new guidelines fo r 12 months. to evaluate their 
effectiveness. 

II OECDiSIGMA (20(H). 
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• The Government Centre for Strategic Studies prepares major RlAs, taldng 
into account the major and long term impacts of regulations. 

Task 7: Create a formal consultation policy and mechanisms to ellsure a systematic 
meallS of early alld effective stakeholder cOllsultatioll durillg policy alld regulatory 
development. 

Early and meaningful consultation before a regulatory decision is taken is one of the 
most important assurances to businesses of a supportive, low-risk legal environment. 
Public consultation with stakeholders such as businesses has been widely recognized 
as key to the quality of new laws and other regulations. 

Bulgari a does not have a government-wide consultation policy and has not established 
standard methods of consultation. An important development for business 
environment refonns occurred in March 2002 with creation of the Council for 
Economic Growth (CEG) as a consultative body under the Council of Ministers. The 
2003 Act on Restricting Administrative Regulation and Control on Business 
Activities requires the government to notify companies of future regulation and 
provide them with at least one month to file any obj ections, elaborating the 
requirements in the Law on Normative Acts (1973. amended 1995 and 2003). 

A more systematic approach is now needed across the government, based on e
Government solutions to reduce the cost of consultation. The government of Bulgaria 
should develop and implement a mandatory consultation policy. based on 
international practice and e-Govenunent tools, that lays out goals, standard methods, 
and an implementation plan. Such a policy will require investment in new procedures 
and staff training in how to consult and how to use information from consultations. 
The policy should consider the following options: 

COllsultatiOn Polley 

• Adopt a ministerial consultation policy that establishes a minimum standard 
of consultation ministry-wide 

• Create a standardized fonnal for consultation documents, such 
as a sununary of policy goals, main issues and options. to 
permit easier access by stakeholders 

• Make consultation accessible to all businesses and stakeholders 
in Bulgaria 

MeJllod of COl/ sulfation 

• Build a unique website for publication and consultation on draft regulations 
and decisions. Publish open public consultations that are alUlounced at a 
'single access point'. 

• Create a Business Advisory body as a permanent consultation channel for 
decisions. 

• D evelop business focus groups and test panels to discuss draft decisions 
and regulations. 

Timing and respolJse to consultations 

• Require consultation early in policy development, before drafting is done , 
to improve the quali ty of documents submitted to Ministers. 
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• Provide sufficient time for response. Staff should allow at least eight weeks 
for responses to written public consultations. 

• Receipt of contributions should be acknowledged. 
• Results of open public consultation should be displayed on wcbsitcs linked 

to a single access point on the internet. 
.. Ministerial reactions to stakeholder comments should be summarized in the 

fi nal policy decision. 

Suggested performance standards 

The general principles and minimum consultation standards adopted by the European 
Commission (2002) seem to be a reasonable benchmark for Bulgaria. These are as 
follows: 

General Principles 
P ARTICIP ATION 

.. Consult as widely as possible on major policy initiatives. 

OPENNESS Al"ID ACCOUNTABILITY 

.. Consultation processes must be transparent, both 10 those who are directly 
involved and to the general public. It must be clear: 

• what issues are being developed 
• what mechanisms are being used 10 consult 
.. who is being consulted and why 
.. what has infl uenced decisions in the fonnulation of policy. 

.. Openness and accountability arc important principles for the conduct of 
organisations when they are seeking to contribute to policy development. It 
must be apparent: 

• which interests they represent 
• how inclusive that representation is. 

EFFECTfVENESS 

.. Consultation must start as early as possible. Interested parties should be 
involved in the development ora policy at a stage where they can still have 
an impact on thc fonnulation of the main aims, methods of delivery, 
perfonnance indicators and, where appropriate, the initial outlines of that 
policy . 

.. Consultation at more than one stage may be required. 
• The method and exlent of the consultation perfonned must always be 

proportionate to the impact ofthe proposal subject to consultation and must 
take into account the specific constraints linked to the proposal. 

COHERENCE 

• There must be consistency and transparency in the way that ministries 
operate their consultation processes. 

• Include in consultation processes mechanisms for feedback, evaluation and 
review. 
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Minimum Standards 

A. CLEAR CONTENT OF THE CONSULTATION PROCESS 

• All communications relating to consultation should be clear and concise. 
and should include all necessary infonnation to facilitate responses, 

• The information in consultation documents should include: 
• A summary of the context, scope and objectives of consultation, 

including a description of the spccific issues open for 
discussion or questions with particular importance 

• Details of any hearings, meetings or conferences, where 
relevant 

• Contact details and deadlines 
• Explanation of processes for dealing with comributions, what 

feed-back to expect, and details of the next stages involved in 
the development of the policy 

• Ifnot enclosed, reference to related documentation. 

B. CONSULTATION TARGET GROUPS 

• When defining the target group(s) in a consultation process, ensure that 
relevant parties have an opportunity to express their opinions. 

• Forconsullation to be equitable. ensure adequate coverage oflhe following 
parties in a consultation process: 

• those affected by the policy 
• those who will be involved in implementation of the policy, 
• bodies that have stated objectives giving them a direct interest 

in the policy. 
• In detcnnining the relevant panies for consultalion, take into account the 

following elements as well: 
• the wider impact of the policy on other policy areas, for 

example, environmental interests or consumer policy 
• the need for speci fic experience, expertise or te<:hnical 

knowledge, where applicable 
• the need to involve nOll-organized interests, where appropriate 
• the track record of participants in previous consultations 
• the need for a proper balance, where relevant, between the 

representatives of social and economic bodies, large and small 
organizations or companies, widcr constituencies (for example, 
churches and religious communities) and specific target groups 
(for example, women, the elderly, the unemployed, or ethnic 
minorities), organizations in the European Union and those in 
non-member countries. 

• Where a ronnal or structured consultation body exists, the Commission 
should take steps to ensure that its composition properly reflects the sector 
it represents. 
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C. PUBLICATION 

• Ensure adequate awareness-raising publicity and adapt communication 
channels to meet the needs of all target audiences. Without excluding otber 
communication tools, open public consultations should be published on the 
Internet and announced at the "single access point". 

• For addressing the broader public, a single access point for consultation 
will be established where interested parties should fi nd information and 
relevant documentation. 

• At the same time it might be useful to maintain more traditional alternatives 
• to the Internet (for example, press releases, mailings). Where appropriate 

and feasib le, prO\'ide consultation documents in alternative fonnals so as to 
make them more accessible to the disabled. 

D. TIME LIMITS FOR PARTICIPATION 

• Provide sufficient time for planning and responses to invitat ions and 
written contributions. Strive to allow at least 8 weeks for reception of 
responses to written public consultations and 20 working days notice for 
meetings. 

E. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND FEEDBACK 

• Receipt of contributions should be acknowledged. Results of open public 
consultation should be d isplayed on websites linked to the single access 
point on the Internet. 

• Depending on the number of comments received and the resources 
available, acknowledgement can take the form of: 

• an individual response (bye-mail or acknowledgement slip), or 
• a collective response (bye-mail or on the single access point 

for consultation on the Internet). 
• Contributions will be analyzed carefully to see whether, and to what extent, 

the views expressed can be accommodated in the policy proposals. 

• Provide adequate feedback to responding parties and to the public at large. 
The results of consultations carried out in the Impact Assessment process 
will be summarized in the related reports. 

Good practices ill Europe 

In E sto1lia, an eGovernment tool to facilitate consultation, called Web 'Talk along' ,34 

has been developed. It pennits the involvement of citizens in the formulation of policy 
and the drafting of legislation.» 

In Latl'ia, consultation within the govenunent and with the public is all part o f a 
seamless IT system. The inter-ministerial consultation process is organized by the 
electronic circulation of documents using a government web page. From the moment 
of the "announcement" of a draft in the Meeting o f State Secretaries, each draft and 
annotations of Bills and other legal instruments is also made available for public 
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C<lnsultation. Ministries now only use the electronic form of documents in the process 
of analyzing and giving opinions on proposed drafts.)/; 

Irelal/d's 2005 consultation policy states, "The introduction of RIA in Ireland means 
that public bodies will, in future, C<lnsuit more widely and systematically."Jl This 
useful document presents a checklist of ten questions that regulators should ask in 
designing a consultation strategy: 

• Are you clear on the purpose and objectives of your consultation? 
• rue you clear on the questions you want to ask in your consultation? 
• Have you identified all of the stakeholder groups and individuals that 

should be consulted? 
• Have you chosen the most appropriate and inclusive methods of 

consultation, including those that meet the needs of ' non-traditional' 
stakeholders? 

• Have you allowed for sufficient resources for the consultation? 
• Have you considered all of your legal obligations? 
• Have you publicised your consultation in online and omine media? 
• Have you allowed sufficient time to give stakeholders an opportunity to 

consider the issues fully? 
• Have you planned how you will analyse the submissions received during 

your consultation? 
• Have you planned to evaluate your consultation process and to ensure any 

lessons learned are taken into account for the future? 

MODERNIZING THE STOCK OF EXISTING REGULATIONS 

Task 8: Depeiop a rep;ew strategy for tlte "stock" of regulatiolls now il, place based 
011 tile Europeall approaclt of roll bIg reviews for competitioll obstacles. 

The 1997 OECD Report reC<lnunends that govenunents "review regulations 
systematically to ensure that they cOlllinue to meet their intended objectives 
efficiently and effectively". A systematic approach helps to ensure consistency in 
approaches and review criteria, generates momentum and ensures thai important areas 
are not exempted from reform due to lobbying by powerful interests. Ex post reviews 
are a complement to rigorous ex ante RlA.lt 

The European Commission has asked Member States conduct a systematic analysis or 
key goods and services markets to identify specific obstacles to competition and 
remove them. This is not a task that will be completed by any fixed dates. A 
continuing program ofrcview and reform is needed to modernize the regulatory stock. 
Because of the potentially high cost of this componelll of the reform program, it must 
he designed to be manageable and to set clear priorities that produce the most 
valuable results. 

36 OECDJSIGMA (2007). 
3J Ireland Department of the Taoiseaeh (:200S) Reaching OUI: Guidelines on Consultatinn for Public 
Sector BQdics, Dublin. 
II OEcn (2002). 
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Suggested performance standards 

The European Commission suggests a few standards for the design of programs of 
review: 

• The review of existing law must become a continuous and systematic 
process. This means that an ongoing process must be systematized so that 
the reviews cover, over time, the enti re body of legislation. 

• Extensive consultation must be built into the process. 
• Reviews must rest on in-depth analysis of the impact on all stakeholders, 

including business and industry. taking into account the objectives pursued 
by the legislation. 

• Priorities must be set. and a mechanism for setting priorities should be 
developed. 

Good practices ill Europe 

The European Commissioll itself carried out the most extensive review of existing 
legislation in recent years. In September 2005, the Commission announced its 
intention to withdraw 68 pending proposals as a result of extended screening, and to 
introduce a new method of simplifying existing legislation called the "simplification 
rolling program" covering the period 2006·2009. The roll ing program operates as 
follows: 

• An initial batch of legislation to be simplifi ed was identified on the basis of 
a broad consultation. 

• A continuous process is then fuelled by input from new, more systematic 
review procedures for the identification of future simplification priorilies 
based on a broad analysis of the impact of legislation. This process 
encompasses a thorough economic analysis. Rules that seem to inhlbit 
competitiveness (including administrative rcquirements) will be examined 
by the Commission to ensure that they are necessary and proportionate to 
other public interests pursued. 

• The Commission will includc major lcgislativc simplification ini tiatives in 
its annual legislative work programs and issues a series of communications 
indicating in more detail how simplification work will be brought forward 
or integrated in the sectors of agricul ture, environment. health and safety in 
the work place, fisheries, taxation, customs, statistics and labour law. 

• The Commission will identify the need for simplification from a sectoral 
perspective. Such an approach will make it possible to assess the overall 
effectiveness of the legislative framework for the sector concerned and the 
room for further simplification. 

Croatia has adopted quite a different approach through the Regulatory Guiliotine™,l9 
a govenunent-wide approach to the fast review of regulations and the elimination 
simplification of those that do not pass simple quality standards. This approach should 
lead, in less than a year, to the elimination of over 30 percent of business fonnalities. 

)? Regulatory Guillot ine ' " is a trademark of Jacobs and Associale$. 
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Task 9: Adopt the European target of a 25 percent reduction in administrative 
burdens by 2012 and develop a plan for reaching the target 

In 2006, the European Commission has asked Member states to considering setting a 
25 percent target for reducing administrative burdens by 2012. In March 2007, the 
Spring European Council invited Member Stales, taking into aCcoWlt their different 
starting points and traditions, to set their own national targets of comparab le ambition 
within their spheres of competence by 2008. Administrative burdens are an important 
subset of regulatory operating costs, and many believe that reducing such costs is 
easier than reducing other regulatory costs such as capital costs and barriers to entry 
or developing the capacities fo r a more balanced "better regulation" agenda. 

If it is to respond, Bulgaria needs a plan of action fo r reaching this ambitious target. 
The processes that have been used around Europe to reach this ambitious target are 
becoming fairly clear through elaboration and refinement of the Standard Cost Model 
(SCM) approach40

, summarized as follows: 

1. Develop the national simplification program with clear tatgets 
2. Introduce baseline measurement of existing administrative burdens 
3. Monilor quantitative targets 
4. Involve the business community 
5. Organise independent quality control of measures and reronns 
6. Good communication strategy and management of expectations 

There is some controversy about the sequencing and costs of the SCM approach, due 
primarily to the fact that the SCM approach is still quite: new and relatively untested 
with a range of experiences in Europe. Some argue that experiences from other EU 
countries suggest that a SCM system can be an appropriate basis for expanding 
regulatory quality efforts into more broadly-based RIA approacbes, and that the cost 
of establishing and implementing a RIA system can be higher that an SCM based 
approach to burden reductions. 

Others believe that the SCM approach, even at its most organized, is proving to be a 
difficuU and costly reform, requiring intensive planning and input from aeross the 
entire government. It is clear that assessing the baseline is the most costly pan of the 
exercise, because it requires a comprehensive assessment of the cost of all existing 
administrative burdens on businesses. This requires extensive data collection and 
input fro m businesses. In the United Kingdom, for example, the Admin Burdens 
Measurement Exercise (the initiative to identify and measure the administrative costs 
placed on business by central government regulation) ultimately involved over 9,000 
businesses and chari ties. The UK. Ministry of Revenue and Customs alone conducted 
over 900 face to face interviews with businesses, supplemented by telephone 
interviews and focus groups, to assess the costs of its own administrative 
requirements. The United Kingdom carried out this exercise in three phases: 

.00 \Vim Jansen (2007) ReWcing Adminil;lnltive ~u with the Staudard Cost Model (SCM), 
Legislative Burden. Deplrtment (IPAL), Ministry of Finance, Nel:herlancb. Presented a1 Ihe Regulatcwy 
Impact Analysis TrlIining Course, Cotle~e of.Europeflacobs and A5sociat«, College of Europe, Brugcs 
Ca<q:lU$, Belgium, 6 Marth 2007. 
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• Phase 1 - Preparatory analysis: this primarily involved identitying and 
agreeing the regulations within the scope of the project and then breaking 
down these regulations into their constituent parts such that the information 
and data that businesses are required to provide to govenunent were 
identified and classified. 

• Phase 2 - Time and cost data capture and standardization: this was 
concerned with collecting the data needed to calculate the total 
adrnimstrative costs which result from each of the requirements identified 
in Phase I , including the number of organizations required to comply and 
unit costs per organization. The data were collected, reviewed and assessed 
on a continuing basis to ensure they were credible and representative of the 
'normally efficient business.' 

• Phase 3 - Calculation. data submission and reporting: this focused on 
processing the data collected and producing this report on the 
admimstrative costs imposed by regulations on business.41 

In tenns of sequencing, and givcn the priorities and preparations already underway in 
Sofia, it is probably better to create fi rst the central Better Regulation unit in the 
Council of Ministers, then to launch a basic RIA program, and only then to build on 
those foundations with the SCM and the national administrative burden reduction 
program targeted at this important subset of regulatory costs. 

Suggested performance siandards 

The European Commission has invited Member States to set a joint 25 percent target 
for reducing administrative burdens to be achieved jointly by the EU and Member 
States by 2012. Bulgaria may choose any target that it wishes, but most countries have 
chosen 25 percent, and this level provides a quantitative perfonnance standard against 
which Bulgaria can be assessed. The Minislry of State Administration and 
Administrative Refonn already plans to begin to measure the costs of administrative 
burdens by the end of 2007, using the Standard Cost Model approach. 

Good practices in Europe 

Adoption of the Standard Cost Model approach is moving rapidly across Europe. 
Most countries are still in the early phases of implementation, and henee it will be 
hard for Bulgaria to assess which are the top perfonners and which approaches are 
less effective. However. it seems clear even in the early stages that an organized, 
government-wide approach with a central quality control body is needed. 

Slove1Jia has adopted a Program of Measures for Reduction of Administrative 
Burdens which aims to reduce administrative barriers, ensure that public 
aUtlunistratioll is O:iendly. effective. ol>en and tr3.ilSl>arent, and provide impetus for the 
rapid development of e-govenuncnt. All ministries are preparing work plans for the 
2007-2008 period to reduce administrative burdens. 

41 Government o f UK, Department for Transport (June 2006) Administrative Burdens 
Measurement E;>;ercise; Final report, Londolt, p. S. 
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The Cuc" Republic adopted an Action Plan of Reducing Administrative Burden on 
Businesses in April 2005, and a Methodology of Measurement of Administrative 
Burden, based on the Dutch Standard Cost Model. According to the plan, the Head of 
thc Office of the Govenunent is responsible for drawing up an initial report (Analysis 
of Administrative Burden all Businesses) based on results of measurements 
undertaken by panicular ministries and central state administration authorities. 
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Annex 1: "Measures for implementation of tbe better regulation principles" 
proposed by the Council for Economic Growtb and approved by tbe Council of 

Ministers on August 3, 2006. 

I . Drafting of TOR for an expert study of the "Most 15 August 2006 working group 
bus iness troubling regulation regimes", including an with CEG 
analysis of the cWTent situation, an outline of the specific 
regulatory and practical obstacles for application of thc 
regimes creating troubles for businesses, analysis and 
summary of the proposals of all stakeholders: local 
governance bodies and central authorities, businesses, 
NODs and industrial associations citizens 
2. Th, opinion of th' National Association of sranding The body 
Municipalities ;0 tho Republic of Bulgaria will bo submitting the 
required on drafts of secondary legislation, esrablishing draft legislation 
obligations for the local authorities. 
3. CEO members shall consider the operational and September 2006 CEG members 
legislative schedule of the Council of Ministers and 
select the secondary legislation (regulations) to '" subjec t of the impact assessment to bc assigncd. 
4. Preliminary analysis of the need for an impact sranding MEE 
assessment to be undertaken shall be prepared for al1 
draft regulations to be submitted to the CoM. In case 
such an assessment is needed, the minislJy submitting the 
regulation shall assign its perfonnanee. 
5. The impact assessments shall be adopted at a CEG standing MEE 
meetmg and further submItted to the CoM by the chau 

I person of lhe CEG 
6. MSAAR shall make the required amcndmenlS and 30 August 2006 MSAAR 
shall elaborate the new Administrative Register with 
reference 10 regulatory regimes 
7. In view of the need for methodological support and August 2006 MSAAR "d 
training of central ond local adminislration staff, MEE 
MSAAR assisted by MEE sball propose a plan for 
methodological suppon and training relevant to the 
introduction and enforcement of the principles of better 
regulation and preparation of impact assessments of 
regulations, to be considered by the CEG 
8. Mechanism 10 control how the central and local 15 September Business 
administrations implement their commitments 2006 organizations 


